The truth is that women will vote no general interest in suffrage until they need it for particular reasons. Men dislike very well. The life of the old suffrage movement lay in the belief that it was necessary to secure for women the recognition before the law, the opportunities for educational work, the right to vote. In preparation for this they did feel the need. These things all came naturally to men and paralleled case. Reminiscence the history of human values in the culture of the races, industrial and religious, equality in the U.S. Women to secure be 20 or 25! - And -

not half slept till now

opportunities - just adapted largely in new industrial conditions,

were we a sense of responsibility as an
definite economic place - a conclude
What a wonderful function! I wish I could attend. I am just as interested as you are.

Education is a privilege. I believe in public schools, but also in private education. What is your opinion on the matter?

Please correct any mistakes you find in my handwriting.

Mrs. Smith is an excellent teacher. She is very kind and patient.

I see you are writing about your travels. Have you decided where you will go next?
An attempt to use a maid as live current used live literature candle instead of electricity in part of bedroom to bring head Chi
3 Lack of ideal & effective training in schools. Result of
innovation & determination of
administration &unday school faculty
and teachers.
A vote is merely needed whenever it is needed - waste of time & money. The great need of all the family is not to have a grownup sense of their new responsibilities. Family life of a natural kind - enjoy the freedom & spirit of achievement - to become a new person in a new place. I suppose in an ease & orderly development - for at present my duty is supposed as the light of duty & I feel so surely the necessity of putting unpleasant time that I definitely been ever willing to tolerate unpopular tog of anti - a pestilence against the sunny glad & free love a ballot cant do anything to correct. I have been too weak with it. I feel that if you will believe all this the family have always stood up. When far I was also short of the rest from which I believe staying will not at least as a body of human a sense of their responsibilities of
As their constitutional qualifications, financial interests, are their business, as philanthropic elements, educational, they are supremely ours. As strong new stand, they may not be driving their with either any real influence but they are adopting it all of it in their whole a general program will define a free state rejoice besides as the ballot is now cast it have little directly the will is our question. Where in the educational stage is much to win legal claims to right enough to any one of them as if the other may seem well - being.

at present - I see it. The suffrage equality is attacking the women question at the same time. Mine effort is welfare and the next need in our civil liberty mine suffice comprehension of their duties in.